Gifts of Love: Creations made for children by their parents, caregivers, and teachers.

deadline: oct. 15, 2005
phone: 415-642-7659
send submissions to:
G2 art gallery: 1695 18th street
#411 sf ca 94017
contact: rebecca petigrow

Exhibit: Will be held Nov. 2005, the opening will be on Nov. 6, 2005 at the Goodman
2 Building, An integral arts habitat on Potrero Hill. The address is 1695 18th Street
#411 San Francisco, CA 94107. The gallery is a circular atrium space with plenty of
natural light.
Contact: 415-642-7659 Rebecca Petigrow
Goals: To share ideas with other adults on how to create meaningful gifts for
children, which counter the commercialization of childhood and most importantly
enrich children's lives and spirit.

Sleep:
1. Stories: Stories you've created to lull children to sleep or new ways of telling
traditional stories.
2. Rituals: Rituals you've created to get your children ready for bed. (Document the
sleep ritual through words or illustrations and a note explaining your inspiration).
3. Songs: Songs you've made up to lull children to sleep or new ways of singing
traditional songs (submit a tape with you singing the song, with a note explaining
your inspiration).
Discipline:
1. Stories: Stories you've made up to deal with a discipline problem and how it helped
to solve the problem.
Rooms and other Spaces:
1. A space you've created for children. A child's room. A classroom. Please document
with photos and ideas for an installation. Submit with a note explaining your
inspiration and a photo of children in the space.
Birthdays:
1. Special cakes: photos and recipes
2. Birthday crowns: photos or the crown itself.
Toys: photos or the object itself.
Clothing: photos or the garment itself. Including Hats and Costumes.
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Lunchboxes/baskets and their contents:
1. Color Xerox a lunch box or basket you have painted for a child. Please submit
mounted, with a note explaining what inspired you to create the painting. How you
feel it enriches the child's day. Add a photo of the child with you or with the lunch
box or basket.
2. Photograph an inspired lunch you have made for a child for school. Please submit
mounted, with a note explaining your inspiration and the recipe.
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Submissions will be accepted up until October 15, 2005. Please submit mounted or
ready for display. Add a note of inspiration and/or a photo of yourself with the child
or children.

